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Negative energy densities in the Dirac eld produced by state vectors that are the
superposition of two single particle electron states are examined. I show that for such
states the energy density of the eld is not bounded from below and that the quantum
inequalities derived for scalar elds are satised. I also show that it is not possible to
produce negative energy densities in a scalar eld using state vectors that are arbitrary
superpositions of single particle states.
Introduction
Recent work on wormholes [1, 2, 3] and the ‘warp drive’ [4] has generated interest
in matter that violates the weak energy condition. Most discussions of such exotic
matter occur within the context of quantum eld theory and deal with bosonic elds
[1, 2, 5, 6, 8, 9] (see [10, 11, 12] for a classical discussion and [7] for a discussion of
1
fermionic elds in a curved spacetime). Recently Ford and Roman [8, 9] have shown
that in flat spacetime the energy density of a massless scalar eld and the electromagnetic




















in the innite volume case, where <: T00 :> is the expectation value of the normal ordered
energy density, A = 1 for a massless scalar eld, and A = 2 for the electromagnetic eld.
The quantity ^ samples <: T00 :> over a time of order t0. For simplicity I will refer to
<: T00 :> as the energy density of the eld.
Unfortunately the methods used above to obtain general constraints on the energy
densities cannot be applied to the Dirac equation. In this paper I will look at the
negative energy densities that occur in states that are the superposition of two single
particle electron states. For such states I show that the energy density is not bounded
from below and that an observer at a xed spatial point sees the energy density as a
wave propagating by at the speed of light superimposed on a positive background. In
certain regions of this wave the energy density is negative and in other regions it is
positive. Thus the negative energy densities do not persist indenitely. In fact, I will
show that the negative energy density persists for a time that is inversely proportional to
the minimum value of the energy density. I will also show that the quantum inequality
(1) is satised for the states considered in this paper.
Finally I will show that, in contrast to the Dirac eld, a scalar eld cannot have
negative energy densities for states that are arbitrary superpositions of single particle
states.
Throughout this paper I will take h = c = 1 and the metric will be taken to have
the signature (-+++).
2
Negative Energy States for the Dirac Field






@  −m   : (3)
Since the canonical energy momentum tensor  is not symmetric the Belinfante tensor
[13]
























should be used, where J is the generator of Lorentz transformations for  and, J is

















[ y _ − _ y ]: (6)
Now dene
<  >=<: T00 :> (7)
and consider the Dirac eld in a box of volume V . The eld operator can be written in











































)g = ;0k;k0 (12)
with all other anticommutators vanishing. Substituting (8) into (7) gives































































[jkz; 1 > +jkx; 2 >] (14)
where jk;  >= by(k)j0 > and  is real. Since the state j > contains only electrons all
expectation values in (13) containing d(k) or d
y














and  = (kx − kz)x. Note that <  >= !kz=V for  = 0 and <  >= !kx=V as !1,
as expected. It is easy to see that <  > will be negative if
















− !kx!kz : (18)












For a solution to exist it is necessary that 16!kx!kz  (!kx +!kz)
2. This will be satised
if !kx  (7 +
p
48)!kz or if !kz  (7 +
p
48)!kx. Thus it is possible to produce negative
energy densities for state vectors of the form (14) if  is chosen to satisfy (18).
It is now easy to show that the energy density is not bounded from below. To






and −1=2    0. The energy density is given by







Thus in the limit !kx=V !1 the energy density at the spacetime point x
 = 0 goes to
−1, for −1=2 <  < 0.









Thus <  > is a cosine wave propagating at the speed of light superimposed on a positive
background. The energy density at a xed spatial point will be negative for a time t,
which satises




where <  >min is the minimum value of <  > for xed !kx and . Since the wave
propagates at the speed of light the extent of the negative energy density will satisfy
the same expression as above with t replaced by x. For large values of j <  > jV
(and  not too close to -1/2 or 0) the energy density will undergo rapid oscillations from
positive to negative values. Note that the time average of the energy density is positive.
Quantum Inequalities
In this section I will show that the energy density satises the quantum inequality (1)


















e−!kx t0 ]: (26)
Thus ^ will be negative if
!kxt0 < − ln(2jj): (27)
Now consider the quantum inequality (1) for A=1.




















z  jnxj+ jnyj+ jnzj: (29)
To see this dene f(nx; ny; nz) by






z − (jnxj+ jnyj+ jnzj) (30)
where  is a positive constant. Now let
jnxj = r cos sin 
jnyj = r sin  sin 
jnzj = r cos ;
(31)
where 0  (; )  =2. Thus f can be written as








2 sin(+ =4): (34)
Given that 0  (; )  =2, it is easy to see that 1  g(; ) 
p
3. The function
g(; ) has its maximum value of
p




minimum value of g(; ) occurs when  = 0. In this case g(0; ) = 1 for all . The
function g(; ) also equals 1 at  = =2,  = 0; =2. Now if  = 1 in (30) then






z  jnxj + jnyj + jnzj. On
the other hand, if  = 1=
p
3 then f = r(1 − g=
p
3)  0. This gives the inequality






z. Thus (29) is proved.
To show that (1) is satised I will show that an even more restrictive inequality is
satised. From (29)





































































is satised. For  outside the interval (−1
2
e−nx=2; 0) the above inequality will obviously
be satised. Thus consider −1
2










is satised. Now let  = −
2









The left hand side is maximized for  = 1=2 and for nx = 1=. But nx is a positive
integer. Thus for   1 take nx = 1. The above inequality will then be satised (for




















is satised. In the interval 0 <  < 1 the right hand side is a monotonically decreasing
function of  with a minimum value of e−1(1+e−1)2(1−e−1)−4. Thus the above inequality
is satised. Therefore inequality (42) will be satised, which implies that the quantum
inequality (1) will be satised.
The Klein-Gordon Field
In this section I will show that the energy density for a massive scalar eld is positive
for all states that are arbitrary superpositions of single particle states.











The energy-momentum tensor for the scalar eld is given by



























~k  ~k0 −m2)
p
!k!k0
< ak0ak > e
{(k+k
0)x (50)







where the k are arbitrary complex numbers and N is chosen so that j > is normalized.












































(jj2 + jj2 + j~γj2); (55)
and the energy density is non-negative.
Conclusion
In this paper I examined the negative energy densities that can be produced in the Dirac





(jkz; 1 > +jkx; 2 >); (56)
where jkz; 1 > and jkx; 2 > are single particle electron states and  is real. I showed
that if kx; kz >> m, the energy density at a space-time point x






















(!kx + !kz) cos[(k
 − k
0)x]: (58)
Since I am taking  to be real it is necessary that   4!kx!kz . This will be satised if
!kx  (7 +
p
48)!kz or if !kz  (7 +
p
48)!kx.
















at the point x = 0. Thus <  >! −1 as !kx=V !1, for −1=2 <  < 0 and <  >
is not bounded from below.
An observer will see <  > as a cosine wave propagating at the speed of light
superimposed on a positive background. The time average of <  > is positive and the
energy density will be negative for a time interval t, which satises



















which is satised by a massless scalar eld, is satised by the Dirac eld for state vectors
of the form (56) in the limit m ! 0. Finally, I showed that, in contrast to the Dirac
eld, it is not possible to produce negative energy densities in a scalar eld using state
vectors that are arbitrary superpositions of single particle states.
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